
WONDER POLE® - HIGH POLE INSTRUCTIONS 

*** Please Read *** 

item# highpole-621pro-strikerrod 

Thank you for purchasing the High Pole Kit from Wonder Pole®. Extend the pole to the desired height by opening 

the “Sure Lock” grip (use a counter clockwise turn of the top portion of the grip to open). Close the Sure Lock grip 

(use a clockwise rotation) to keep the pole section extended. Caution: Do not over-tighten the Sure Lock grips. Use 

the security clamps provided to ensure there is no slippage during transit. We recommend extending the three 

bottom sections of the high pole first to about 12’ or 15’, and then extending the pole the rest of the way using the 

remaining sections to give the high pole additional rigidity. 

This kit includes (1) Striker Rod Adapter (item# highpole-striker-34) and (2) 

Striker Rods. The Striker Rod Adapter has two holes at each end. The end 

with the larger hole slips over and onto the top mast (3/4” section) of your 

High Pole. The 3/4" top mast of the high pole only needs to be extended 6” 

to 12” if desired. Using the hex wrench supplied, secure the Striker Rod 

Adapter to your high pole being careful not to over tighten the set screws, 

and damage the pole. 

Insert the Striker Rod into the small hole at the top of the Striker Rod 

Adapter, as illustrated in the photograph. Be sure to insert at least 8” of the 

Striker Rod into the Striker Rod Adapter. Tighten the two top hex screws to 

secure the Striker Rod. Typically, you will adjust the height of your striker 

rod to around 6” above the load height. 

When placing the high pole 

into the holder on your 

vehicle be sure that the 

fiberglass High Pole is not damaged by coming into contact with 

metal or other materials used to fabricate the mount, tubes, or 

other accessories. You should place a buffer material between the 

metal and the high pole to prevent damage or wear. 

Install the protective rubber “Shock Pad” provided onto the bottom 

pole section to sit between the bottom of the pole and your pole 

mount. This provides protection when contacting the metal at the 

base of your pole mount. 

This kit includes (1) Security Clamp Set (item# highpole-clampset-34) The security 

stainless steel clamps provided should be used to prevent slippage of the sections 

during transport or vehicle operation. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us at 1-503-585-1179. 

Thank you! 
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